
2013-6-25 Meeting Memo 
Time：2013-06-25 Thursday 

Location：Gui Huashan Building 
Moderator：Tina Zhang 

Instructor : Prof.  I-Son Ng 
Recorder：Kaiyuan Ni 

Work Report to Prof. I-Son Ng 
Xixi：Introduction of our gene circuits. 

The first generation of oscillation has lots of problems in subculture because of two proteins 
repressing each other. The second generation of oscillation consists of a positive circuit and 
a negative one to reach oscillation in the colony. It can work well ,especially the 
amplitude  of oscillation is corresponding to concentration of excitant added. But it still 
can’t work in quorum.The third generation of oscillation can work in quorum via AHL which 
can be translated between cells. LuxR combines AHL to form a complexus and AllA can 
catalyze its decomposition. And we find a way to develop the third generation of oscillation 
from a literature. We can makeoscillation formed in every colony via H2O2.  

Prof.  I-Son Ng：RBS should be R0034. 
 
Stella Guo：Introduction of Microfluidic 

Microfluidic chip is very small so that we can save materials and bacteria. Oscillation in the 
firstlevel use AHL as signal molecule translated between cells and oscillation in the second 
level use H2O2 as signal molecule translated between colonies. And concentration of H2O2 is 
more easy to reach the threshold to oscillate. We can change LB broth regularly to reduce 
influence by subculture. What’s more, microfluidic itself is a cogent characterization. One 
problem is how to make a microfluidic chip as expected. We will ask Prof. James Yang for help.  

Prof.  I-Son Ng：I will talk with Prof. Yang tomorrow. One thing I care about is they use agarose  
but in the literature the chip is made with PDMS. 

Tina Zhang：As for construction, Yuzhe Li should ask the team from Wageningen University if 
they can give us some parts or not. If not we should construct plasmids on our own.  
Prof.  I-Son Ng：There’s a little error rate in PCR so we should send several codes to the 
company . Think about LVA and sfGFP. A little suggestion: how about lower the copy number? 
The main direction is correct I think.  
Stella Guo：Maybe we need more original elements to perfect our circuits as our work is consult  

the literature. Perhaps we can find another oscillation on second level via other signal 
molecules instead of H2O2. 

Prof.  I-Son Ng：Detection is a good idea but more details should refer to papers. 
  
Xiyu Wu：Works on Sponsorship  
We’ve prepared two kinds of plots. The domestic edition is for some small enterprise in 
Xiamen. We suppose the most important aspects they will pay attention to is whether they 
can make a profit from supporting us. So in this edition we focus on methods of publicities, 
including team uniforms, wiki, Renren, Twitter, Facebook, et al. We’ve gather enough 
information about these enterprises. The international transnational corporations. We’ve 
analyzed corporations sponsoring iGEM teams in 2010,2011 and 2012. This edition 



emphasizes introduction of iGEM-XMU. We’ll connect with enterprises in Xiamen via phone 
while mailing to transnational corporations. 
 
Prof.  I-Son Ng：What we should focus on is the introduction of iGEM and less words is better. For 
example Jin Dawei sponsors Chemistry college a lot but they even know what is iGEM. So I think 
if they know what we do in this competition and what they can get from supporting us they will 
consider about sponsoring us. Maybe what we can do is just put their logo on our T—shirt but it 
doesn’t matter, we really don’t have to pay much attention to considerations of corporations.  
Don’t be high-flown and just tell them what we do and what we want. 
 
Fan Wu：Human practice 
Our rough plan is to run a campus fair and display some boards including synthetic biology.  

Luckily our college will hold a summer camp to high school students from July 11th. So first we 
should make a plot considering the summer camp and our activities before July 11th.Now let  
me show my draft. The first step is to make a lecture about synthetic biology and iGEM to 
make high school students . Another indispensible part is introduction of iGEM-HS and four 
high school teams in China. The effect we want to get is stimulate their passion on spreading 
iGEM in high school and know more about synthetic biology. We will put some interesting 
pictures about our team as well. Campus Fair consists of riddles written on lanterns ,foldit 
computer game, finding the differences between DNA molecules and our BioKill..HP will costs 
2000-3000 yuan in rough. 

 
Prof.  I-Son Ng：He who has a thorough knowledge of the enemy and himself is bound to 
win in all battles. We can find more information about what other teams achieve in outreach. 


